
The Uncertain

**About The Uncertain**

The Uncertain is a multi-part puzzle adventure set in a post-apocalyptic world of the 22nd century.

Players control a robot that wants to explore the traces of mankind's earlier existence.

The Uncertain takes you into a post-apocalyptic world where robots have taken over. The human

race has destroyed itself with numerous wars. You play a robot called RT-217NP, which wants to

understand how people lived in the past. You control the robot through numerous places, explore

objects and try to find many secrets of mankind. Especially collecting and merging items is very

important, as you can use them to solve many puzzles within the game.

**The Uncertain - Features:** 

- Experience the post-apocalyptic world: The Uncertain plays in a post-apocalyptic world in which

no humans but only robots exist. After humans have destroyed themselves by fighting numerous

wars, robots are now the only inhabitants of the earth. You control a robot called RT-217NP, which,

unlike other robots, wants to understand people's past lives. To unravel the mystery of the human

race, he travels the deserted post-apocalyptic world trying to find as many clues as possible.

- Explore, collect, solve puzzles: The Uncertain is a point-and-click puzzle game. This means that

during the game you will encounter numerous puzzles that you must solve to understand the big

picture. You control your robot with simple taps on the screen or with simple wiping motions.

Explore many exciting places, click through rooms or houses and discover many objects like that.

When you explore the locations, it is important that you collect every item you find. Many puzzles

can only be solved with certain objects. Sometimes you have to put together several items and

create a whole new object to unlock secrets. Discover the numerous objects that humans have left

behind in the post-apocalyptic world and find out the secret of the human race like that.

Conclusion: The Uncertain impresses with a well-thought-out story and a thrilling game

atmosphere, which transports the oppressive and lonely feeling of the post-apocalyptic world very

well.


